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POISONING BY A NURSE.?A patient in the Belfast Royal Hospital, named James Jeffers, was accidently poisoned in that institution last week through taking a draught of carbolic acid which the nurse of the ward gave him in mistake for a black draught. After pied, forty beds would be liberated in the hospital, which would be available for patients, and the old recreation-room might also be used for some other purpose, and so be of much advantage. He had still to explain why the elegant and spacious erection in which they were now assembled came to be put up.
Whilst it was desirable, and, in fact, necessary, that the Home should be at some distance from the hospital, it was equally necessary that the nurses, in coming and going to and from it, often in wintry and tempestuous weather, should not run the risk of getting cold, and so, by becoming patients themselves, neutralize the expected benefit. It was therefore resolved to provide a covered passage, and it was found that for a proportionately small increase of cost it could be made of such dimensions as to be a valuable accessory to the hospital as a place where convalescent patients might, without risk, get some exercise. Many friends had promised to send plants, and they hoped before long that it might have something of the aspect of a winter garden. The question of hospital management and accommodation was one that in a city like this engaged, and properly so, much attention. It was not for him to say anything on the subject, but he might remind those there who did not know that this was the second largest hospital in Scotland that it contained 5S0 beds, that they had a staff of 187, and a resident population within its walls of 700 people, and that more accident cases were treated than in any other hospital in the kingdom. They might thus understand that the managers, and more especially the administrative staff, had a serious responsibility thrown on them, and he was sure the meeting would approve of the course that the managers had followed in doing what they could to increase the comfort and happiness of those who had not the least arduous part of the duty to perform?the nurses?by the erection of that Home. 
